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ABSTRACT

To improve automatic speech recognition, increasing work has at-
tempted to further fix the output of ASR systems with advanced se-
quence models. However, the output of ASR systems differs signifi-
cantly from the input form of standard sequence models. To encom-
pass richer information, the output of ASR systems is often a com-
pact lattice structure containing multiple sentences. This mismatch
in input form significantly limits sequence models’ ability. On the
one hand, the widely used pre-trained models cannot directly input
lattice structures and are therefore difficult to use for this task. On
the other hand, the sparsity of the supervised training data forces the
model to have the ability to learn from limited data. To address these
problems, we propose LatticeBART, a model that decodes the se-
quence from the lattice in an end-to-end fashion and can use the pre-
trained language models’ prior. In addition, this paper proposes the
lattice-to-lattice pre-training method, which can be used when an-
notated data is missing, using easily generated lattice with the ASR
system for training. The experimental results show that our model
can effectively improve the output quality of the ASR system.

Index Terms— speech recognition, lattice-to-lattice, lattice-to-
sequence, pre-trained language model

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems have evolved consid-
erably over the years, from the traditional WFST-based ASR systems
to the more innovative end-to-end (E2E) ASR systems [1, 2]. Ben-
efiting from advanced architectures and cleverer training methods,
ASR systems have surpassed human recognition accuracy in spe-
cific environments, but their results in generic environments are still
less than satisfactory. On the one hand, environmental noise may
cause ASR systems to give incorrect results [3]. On the other hand,
the reliance on large amounts of data makes it quite challenging to
train a robust ASR system. In addition, the direct output of most
ASR systems often does not match human reading habits, such as
lack of punctuation, lack of capitalization, etc. This is because text
regularisation is often used to reduce the learning difficulty of ASR
models. To further improve the quality of ASR recognition results,
speech recognition post-processing systems were introduced.

Rule-based post-processing systems have many grammar rules
built in to do inverse text normalization of the output of the ASR
system. Such systems are demonstrably efficient, but constructing
complex rules can be a challenging task. Models trained with au-
toregressive goals can easily exploit large unsupervised corpora, al-

† The corresponding authors are Lu Chen and Kai Yu.
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(b) Node-labeled lattice.

Fig. 1. Example of edge-labeled lattice and node-labeled lattice.
Forward (blue), backward (purple) and marginal (green) scores are
listed.

lowing them to achieve good results in many areas of sequence mod-
eling, such as language modeling and machine translation [4]. As a
result, a growing number of post-processing systems use sequence
modeling models pre-trained on large-scale corpora to introduce a
priori linguistic knowledge into the task.

Typically, however, the output of an ASR system is not limited
to a single sentence, but a collection of possible sentences. Both
WFST-based ASR systems and E2E ASR systems can output more
compact lattices at the decoding end, in contrast to the classical
sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) model [5, 6], where the input is of-
ten a single sentence. This formal difference limits the performance
of the Seq2Seq model in post-processing systems. Some work uses
the lattice directly as the input to the model. [7] feeds the nodes in
the lattice sequentially into the encoder in a topologically order, and
the decoder recovers the correct sentence. [8, 9] are based on the
Transformer [10] and improves on its structure to enable consuming
input in the form of a lattice. However, these works require large
amounts of supervised data to train the model to handle lattice.

For the problem mentioned above, we propose a model called
LatticeBART having two features: 1) The model can directly use
BART [11] (or other Transformer-based [12], e.g., BERT [13]) pa-
rameters to leverage the prior knowledge of the pre-trained language
model (PTLM); 2) A tailored lattice-to-lattice (L2L) training ap-
proach can sufficiently train the model to gain the ability to model



lattices in the presence of only lattices.

2. LATTICE REPRESENTATION

The form of data input has a close relation to the structure of the
model, so before presenting the model, we first answer the question
of how to input the graph-structured lattice into the model.

Nodes The lattice output from the ASR model is a directed acyclic
graph G = 〈V,E〉 which contains multiple paths from the source
node to the sink. Different paths sharing some of the nodes, the
lattice is a very compact structure that can hold more information
than the n-best list. The lattice that records all words and weights
on the transfer edges is not conducive to modeling the model, so the
word information of the lattice needs to be driven to the nodes (node-
labeled) using the line-graph algorithm [14] first. After applying
the line-graph algorithm, the node-labeled lattice may have multiple
start and end nodes. We also need to add the start and end symbols,
marked as BOS and EOS, to the node-labeled lattice to ensure the
uniqueness of the start and end points and preventing the lattice from
separating into multiple independent subgraphs. Fig 1 shows the
lattices before and after the transformation, respectively. We can
use topological sorting to obtain a sequence of nodes (i.e., a series
of words) of the node-labeled lattice as input to the model. The
results of the topological sort are not unique, and either result is
valid. The only caveat is that once this node sequence is fixed, other
graph structure information needs to refer to this order as well.

Forward-backward score After doing the processing mentioned
above, we move our attention to the weights of the transfer edges.
Typically, a transfer edge contains a language model score and an
acoustic model score, both of which describe the current node’s se-
mantic plausibility and pronunciation similarity, respectively. Two
scores can be combined to form a lattice forward score by a pair
of interpolation coefficients. It is common practice to normalize
each node out-degree score to ensure a reasonable range of values.
In addition, to represent the lattice information more comprehen-
sively, one needs to consider the backward information flow. Lets
the forward score of nodes i to j be fi→j . Then using equation
bi←j = fi→jmi/mj [15], one can calculate the backward score
from the forward score, where mi and mj are the marginal scores
that will be introduced immediately. The forward-backward score
describes the local structural information of the lattice.

Marginal score If the forward information is considered as an in-
formation flow, then the marginal score (formula) assigned from the
source node to the successor node can be used to represent the im-
portance of the node. Suppose the marginal score of the starting node
is m0 = 1 and the predecessors of node i is Pi. Then the marginal
score of node i (i > 0) is

∑
j∈Pi

mjfj→i [15]. It can be proved that
the marginal score of the terminating node is also 1. The marginal
score of a node is also one of the inputs to the model.

Lattice mask When the Transformer-like encoder extracts sen-
tence information, each token in the sentence will do attention with
other tokens under the control of an attention mask filled with 1. As
a compact form of multiple sentences, each path in the lattice can
be considered a sentence. Then attention will occur between the in-
dividual tokens of these sentences. If the attention matrices for the
different paths are put together, we get a lattice mask in the shape of
Fig 2 (5).
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Fig. 2. Input of lattice information to the model.

Lattice positional embedding The same idea of using positional
embedding to mark the position of a token in Vanilla Transformer
can be used to handle the position of nodes in a lattice. The differ-
ence is that the position of the same node in different paths may vary.
For example, the word ‘early’ in Fig 1 (b) can be at position 3 or 4
in different paths. It is not practical to enumerate all the positions of
all nodes. In LatticeBART, we use the shortest and longest distance
of a node from the start point as the node position coordinates and
the average of the positional embedding of the two distances as the
positional embedding of the node.

Ideally, the number of node-labeled lattice nodes coincides with
the number of tokens in the input model, but this requires our vo-
cabulary to contain all possible words. In contrast, the vocabulary
of the generic pre-trained language model uses the subword as the
minimum word construction unit, and a node is inevitably mapped
to multiple tokens. For this reason, we need to “expand” the above
categories of information based on the splitting of tokens. In Fig 1
(2), the word ‘that’s’ of node 2 is expanded into ‘that’ and ‘’s’, as
shown in Fig 2.

3. LATTICEBART

Learning from an extensive training corpus using unsupervised train-
ing is the source of cutting-edge pre-trained language models’ supe-
rior sequence modeling capabilities. ASR post-processing models
need to cope with the complexity of ASR recognition results, and
only a robust model can output high-quality results. For our mod-
els to perform robustly, inheriting the rich prior of PTLM is a very
effective means. As stated in the introduction, LatticeBART infras-
tructure has been adapted from the Vanilla Transformer to handle the
lattice structure and use BART parameters directly. LatticeBART de-
coder is consistent with the BART structure, so this section will only
cover the details of the encoder.

Let the length of the input sequence be n, and the self-attention
of each header of the encoder operates as shown in Equation 1.

Hi = Softmax

(
QiK

T
i√

dk
+ S+M

)
(Vi +mZ). (1)

Here Qi, Ki, and Vi have the same meaning as Transformer and
result from three linear mappings of the input hidden states. S,M ∈



Rn×n are the forward-backward fraction matrix and the lattice mask,
respectively. m ∈ Rn×1 is the sequence of marginal fractions cor-
responding to the token, Z ∈ R1×dk is the only parameter that does
not appear in the BART and serves to map the marginal scores to the
same vector space as Vi [16].

H = Concat (H1,H2, · · · ,Hh)W. (2)

Finally, as described in Equation 2, the output of the current en-
coder layer is obtained by stitching together the results of the differ-
ent attention heads and mapping them with the learnable parameter
matrix W.

The lattice positional embedding mentioned in section 2 is added
to the token embedding as input to the first layer of the encoder.

4. TRAINING METHODS

Although the adaptation improvements to LatticeBART only intro-
duce a tiny number of parameters on top of BART, how lattice atten-
tion is calculated affects the output distribution of each layer of the
model. To better exploit the talents of LatticeBART, additional train-
ing data for adapting the lattice input is necessary. Most previous
work has input lattice structures at the Encoder side and predicted
sentences at the decoder side. This format has the advantage of be-
ing highly consistent with the downstream task, making the model
directly usable after training. However, the disadvantage is that pairs
of training data need to be constructed, and annotated data is often
expensive, so we propose L2L pre-training.

4.1. Lattice-to-Lattice pretraining

Collecting the audio for training an ASR system is relatively easy,
whereas managing the text corresponding to the audio is tedious.
With an ASR system already in place, it is possible to obtain lat-
tices by feeding audio into the system, making it easy to get many
unlabeled lattices. In contrast, previous methods can not train high-
quality post-processing models in the absence of labeled text. Some
unsupervised techniques commonly used for Seq2Seq, such as rein-
forcement learning, can make use of unlabeled data. Still, the sparse
learning signal of reinforcement learning dramatically reduces the
availability of the data. To make more efficient use of unsupervised
data, we propose the lattice-to-lattice (L2L) training method.

The core idea of L2L pre-training is to feed the noise-added lat-
tice to the encoder and then let the decoder repair the lattice informa-
tion. In terms of implementation, in addition to the causal mask that
acts inside the decoder, we also give the lattice mask so that each to-
ken can only see the token before it, preventing interaction between
different paths when decoding. It is easy to see that the objectives of
the L2L task are highly relevant to the downstream tasks (i.e., ASR
post-processing).

The fact that lattice contains a wealth of information is also how
we can do diverse additive noise processing. In the L2L pre-training
task, we propose the following noise addition.

Homophone substitution The most significant association be-
tween different paths in a lattice is that they have very similar
pronunciations. Therefore, we perform synonym substitution on a
randomly selected node as a form of noise addition. Using CMU
dictionary 1, the pronunciation of a word can be obtained and a
word selected from a list of similarly pronounced candidates as the
replacement result.

1CMU dictionary (the Carnegie Mellon Pronouncing Dictionary)

Token masking We borrowed the masking strategy used in the
previous BERT training, where randomly selected tokens are re-
placed with a special MASK symbol. However, here replacement
occurs at the node level. That is, if a node is selected, all tokens
contained in it will be masked.

Path masking Randomly selecting some paths on a lattice to mask
is equivalent to doing path pruning on the lattice. Adding a path
mask can train the model to cope with inputs from lattices of differ-
ent beam widths.

Depth offset Lattice position will be randomly added to a ran-
domly selected integer from 0 to Dr . In our experiments, we let
Dr = 10.

Random perturbation of weights LatticeBART is expected to
have the ability to resist weight perturbations in different scenarios
where the acoustic and language scores of the lattice need to be ad-
justed appropriately. The perturbation here refers to random scaling,
or random discarding, on forward-backward and marginal scores.

4.2. Lattice-to-Sentence training

Benefiting from the model structure, it is also possible to use our
model directly for lattice-to-sequence (L2S) training, where the in-
put to the decoder is a sentence, and the lattice mask is no longer
input.

5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Experiments settings

For the purpose of inheriting the prior knowledge from BART, Lat-
ticeBART is therefore aligned with the BART base in terms of the
model configuration, i.e., LatticeBART contains six adaptively mod-
ified lattice encoder layers and six decoder layers. The hidden state
dimension is 768. In addition, to test the performance gain of the
LatticeBART structural bias, we also set up a control group with ran-
dom initialization of the parameters, i.e., the performance obtained
by the model using only existing data learning without including
prior knowledge. When LatticeBART used the BART parameters 2,
the initial learning rate was set to 1e-5. In contrast, LatticeBART
with randomly initialized parameters used 1e-4. The cosine learning
rate decay method was used during training. We used the AdamW
[17] optimizer by default.

In L2L pre-training, the batch size is 16, and the length of the
input sequence is limited to 256, beyond which the data is truncated.
On the encoder side, tokens have a 5% probability of being replaced
with homonyms and a 10% probability of being masked. Lattice
weights have a 10% probability of being discarded. The path mask-
ing operation is equivalent to the lattice prune. For reasons of com-
putational efficiency, each lattice is pre-processed with a different
weighting factor and pruned with Kaldi [18] tools to obtain multiple
backups. During training, the encoder and decoder inputs are ran-
domly selected from these backups. After path masking, the beam
width of the lattice used for training is from 2 to 6, and by default,
the beam width used for testing is 4. The node depth offset is a
random integer from 0 to 10. The rest of the L2S training process
configuration does not differ from L2L except that no noise is added
at the encoder end.

2We use Hugging Face facebook/bart-base.

http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-base


5.2. Datasets

Following [16], our experiments used Switchboard (SWBD) 300 hr
and SWB-Fisher 2000 hr data. We follow the EESEN [1] SWBD
recipe to build the baseline phone-based CTC ASR system. A 5-
layer BiLSTM acoustic model with the hidden size of 320 is trained
on SWBD 300 hours speech, and a 3-gram language model is trained
on SWB-Fisher transcripts. The word lattices used for training Lat-
ticeBART are generated by the WFST-based approach described in
[1]. The training set of LatticeBART and validation sets contain
2,131,620 and 10,000 pieces of data, respectively. We tested the per-
formance of LatticeBART on the eval2000 and rt03 datasets, which
contain 4,458 and 8,422 lattices, respectively. The sources for the
eval2000 data are callhome and SWBD, while the sources for the
rt03 data are Fisher and SWBD.

Table 1. WER (%) results on eval2000 and rt03.
Model eval2000 rt03 Avg.Callhome SWBD Fisher SWBD

1 lattice best path 22.5 12.4 17.1 26.0 19.5
2 10-best rescore 23.0 12.6 17.3 26.1 19.8
3 20-best rescore 22.9 12.6 17.3 26.1 19.7
4 L2S∗20% 22.9 13.3 17.6 26.4 20.1
5 L2S∗100% 21.1 12.2 15.9 24.4 18.4
6 L2S20% 21.4 11.5 15.9 24.6 18.4
7 L2S100% 19.1 10.0 13.7 22.4 16.3
8 L2L20%→ L2S20% 20.1 10.5 14.8 23.8 17.3
9 L2L80%→ L2S20% 20.1 10.6 14.7 23.6 17.3

5.3. Results and analysis

Table 1 shows the results for the different models on eval2000 and
rt03. Row 1 is the result of decoding the optimal path from the lat-
tice. Rows 2 and 3 show the results of using the 3-layer LSTM
rescoring language model. We train the LSTM model on the train-
ing set text. To our surprise, the rescoring of the language model
does not lead to a reduction in WER but rather hurts the final re-
sults. We conjecture that the reason for this is that the current lattice
already has a superior path score.

The experimental subjects in row 4 and after that are all Lattice-
BARTs. L2S and L2L represent the lattice-to-sequence and lattice-
to-lattice from the previous section. Superscript ∗ indicates that the
model does not use the parameters of PTLM (BART). The subscript
indicates the weight of the amount of data for training LatticeBART
to the complete training set. L2L→ L2S indicates a two-stage train-
ing mode with lattice-to-lattice pre-training followed by lattice-to-
sequence training. In the two-stage training, the L2L training set
does not contain text.

We can draw the following conclusions from the results: 1) The
role of more training data on post-processing tasks is evident. In row
4, 20% of the training data does not allow the randomly initialized
LatticeBART to have a good enough ability to recover information,
while the total amount of training data in row 5 can significantly im-
prove this aspect of the model. 2) The prior knowledge of PTLM is
important for post-processing tasks. As shown in row 6 and 7, while
using only 20% of the training data, LatticeBART that inherits the
PTLM prior knowledge can still significantly reduce WER and when
using the full amount of labeled data, LatticeBART’s performance in
recovering correct sentences from noisy lattices is further improved.
3) To further improve the performance of the experienced Lattice-
BART when the labeled data is small, the training mode of L2L→
L2S can be of great help. With L2L’s noise-resistant training, even
if L2S does subsequent training on more minor training data, the
WERs in rows 8 and 9 are still significantly lower than in row 6.

CH SWBD FSH SWBD clean other
22.5 12.4 17.1 26.0 19.5
25.0 15.1 17.7 29.0 21.7
25.3 15.4 17.7 29.0 21.9
25.7 15.7 20.4 29.6 22.9
10.0 5.3 7.1 12.2 8.7

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

22.9 13.3 17.6 26.4 20.1 22.8
21.1 12.2 15.9 24.4 18.4 23.7
21.4 11.5 15.9 24.6 18.4 11.3
19.8 10.4 14.5 23.3 17.0 10.8
23.9 15.0 18.8 27.8 21.4 23.7
22.8 13.4 17.6 26.4 20.1
22.5 13.5 17.6 26.3 20.0 22.7
20.1 10.5 14.8 23.8 17.3 11.1
20.1 10.6 14.7 23.6 17.3 11.1
19.9 10.5 14.4 23.7 17.1

CH SWBD FSH SWBD Avg.
24.7 15.3 19.6 28.1 21.9
25.8 14.0 18.5 27.1 21.4
22.8 12.6 16.9 25.6 19.5
21.8 12.0 16.3 24.8 18.7
23.8 14.1 18.5 26.9 20.8
23.0 13.4 17.6 26.1 20.0
22.4 12.8 17.0 25.5 19.4
21.5 12.0 16.4 25.0 18.7
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of models with small-scale data.
WER is the average over eval2000 and rt03.

To further highlight the role of L2L pre-training, we trained the
model under very little data. Specifically, we stripped 1% and 2%
of the total data used to train LatticeBART for the experiments. The
experiments were divided into two groups. The control group “L2S”
was trained with supervised data only. The experimental group L2L
→ L2S was first pre-trained with L2L using unsupervised data and
then trained with supervised data, where the amount of unsupervised
data was 80%. The experimental results are shown in the Fig 3. The
results show that the experimental group significantly outperforms
the control group when the data volume is minimal, which confirms
that the L2L training mode can help PTLM make input data adap-
tation. Furthermore, this adaptation does not harm the model per-
formance thanks to the high consistency of L2L and L2S training
objectives. In addition, when the training data is increased from 1%
to 20%, the WER of the control group tapers off after a period of
rapid decline, while the performance of the experimental group con-
tinues to improve with the increase of data volume.

Table 2. Effect of different beam widths on WER (%).
Beam
width

eval2000 rt03 Avg.Callhome SWBD Fisher SWBD
1 21.0 10.9 15.5 24.1 17.9
2 20.3 10.5 14.7 23.2 17.2
3 19.3 10.2 14.2 22.7 16.6
4 19.1 10.0 13.7 22.4 16.3
5 18.9 10.0 13.7 22.2 16.2
6 18.7 9.9 13.6 22.1 16.1

We also explored the performance of the model under different
beam width inputs. We selected the model L2S100% in Table 1 and
tested it under lattices with beam widths vary from 1 to 6. The exper-
imental results are shown in Table 2. As the beam width increases,
the WER on the test set continues to decrease. When the beam width
is 1, the input of the model is a sentence, and the comparison with
the results in the first row of Table 1 shows that although the inputs
of the model are all lattice during the training process, it still can
repair the sequences.

6. CONCLUSION

This work introduces a novel model called LatticeBART that can
directly convert the lattice to the sequence in an end-to-end fashion.
By introducing PTLM prior knowledge and a clever lattice-to-lattice
pre-training method, LatticeBART can decode better sentences from
lattice than other methods.
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